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LU-JI is a jewellery start-up that

 wanted a classy visual identity that would 

show their potential customers that they 

could afford to look luxurious without 

breaking the bank.

For LU-JI we created a dynamic logo which 

streches from its horizontal version (above) 

to its vertical version (on the right) to make 

it easy to apply to different applications.

We also created a set of icons that represent 

each of the categories of jewellery that the 

brand sells; which can also be used as visual 

elements on posts and web ads. Packaging for the LU-JI pearl set.
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Their social media visuals are femenine, fashionable, and clean.
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Their website banners use coherent imagery chosen along with the icons.
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The brand is based on simplicity and white space.

The Museum of Czech Literature was in need of 

a redesign, therefore, we created a new visual 

identity and brand strategy for them that mixed 

modern elements with timeless ideas to be able 

to reach the younger generations of the Czech 

Republic while still being approachable and 

captivating for the older generation.

We’ve used a double “V” icon which represents 

the diacritics used in the Czech language while 

also maintaining the museum’s traditional orange 

color in a set of gradients that give the identity a 

more contemporary and timeless look.
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The icon also transforms into a bookmark style pattern.
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There is a Czech & English version of the logo.



Marta Soto is a perinatal psychologist that 

wanted a relaxed and natural visual identity. 

We created her logo, business cards, and 

website taking into consideration that 

her target audience are english speaking 

women that have the desire to be mothers 

from the ages of 18+ in the Czech Republic.

We wanted the style to be empowering and 

soft and for this we used a bold all-caps 

font along with a handwritten one to create 

contrast; along with handrawn shapes and 

colors to bring the client’s vision to life.
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We’ve used soft & “airy” photography in contrast with a boxed website style





RINTZ INDUSTRIES LTD. is a social enterprise 

based in Mombasa, Kenya dedicated to 

cleaning the ocean, rivers, and landfills.

They wanted a modern and clean visual 

identity based off the common recycling 

icon that would encapsulate the work they 

do with plastic and the ocean.

We used a combination of the recycling 

sign and f ish for the icon, and bold, simple 

typography for this visual identity for it 

to be easy to apply to the many different 

applications that the client required.



Their social media visuals are bright and dynamic.
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Their website is targetted to investors so it’s more visually serious than the social media.



Andy Štěch is a nutritionist, online coach, 

and f itness influencer who wanted to take 

her brand up to industry standards.

Her monogram was created in a sharp 

and bold style and brand colors are pink 

and white. These two elements merge the 

strength and femininity that Andy wants 

her brand to represent.

We created her brand style based off what 

she already was working with on her own, 

plus we produced videos for her website 

(which we also designed).
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Andy’s website uses a boxed visual style with pink colors to create that strong and fememine style.
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EVERWHERE 
HANDBOOK
We create a handbook for new incoming employees 

for the advertisiming Everwhere Agency so that 

the new-comers could get more information on the 

company’s beginnings and values. 

 

We decided to use an A5 horizontal format to give 

it more of a “pocket book” feel and we adapted 

the agency’s visual identity of bright colors, bold 

typography, and photo collages to this design.
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OUT OF THE 
HEART BOOKS
The “Out of the Heart, the Mouth Speaks” books 

are two volumes of 70 meaningful poems by 

Bahamian author Lisa Wohlleb.

With their target audience being mostly 

women, we created custom made Illustrations 

that reflected the messages of the poems with 

a monolined and soft visuals style.

We used serif fonts as is customed in poetry 

books of this kind.
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